
Internship at the Embassy of
Lebanon 2019

 

 

Five students from the Centre, Archana Sharma, Farheen Lone, Sameeksha Chauhan,

Chaitanya Singh and Tamanna Dahiya, interned at the Embassy of the Republic of Lebanon for

a period of one month during the winter of 2019. During the course of the internship they

were active contributors to the Political Department of the embassy and their primary duties

comprised analysing key international and national events of political relevance and preparing

opinionated reports of and discussing them with the diplomats.

 

The diurnal chore was submitting a detailed report of daily news from credible sources to the

official supervisor. They also worked on preparing detailed analysis of ongoing political

conflicts like an opinionated piece on the Citizenship Amendment Act and all the follow-ups

and political developments, including its impact on the Indian image on the international front. 

 

Furthermore, the students also wrote research papers on UAE’s Maritime Ambitions and all of

its activities instigated realist military expansion on areas such as Horn of Africa and the

Suez. They closely studied the graduation of UAE from a pacific reactionary power to “The

Little Sparta” of the Gulf. 

 

During the course of their internship the closely monitored the Trump Peace Plan 2020 for

the Middle East with immense local insight owing to the credible and learned Lebanese

officials they worked with. 

 

The experience of working with diplomats and growing around them was unique and fulfilling.

The students were exposed to varied ideologies and stand-points for analysing a piece of

news and acquainted with the on-ground functioning of an embassy chores with is integral for

students pursing international relations. 

 

To conclude, their experience at the embassy was an academically fruitful, informative and

challenging. They got to learn a great deal and their major take away from the work experience

would be the multiplicity of opinions involved in a particular conflict and its repercussions for

the rest of the world.

 

The Centre of Middle East Studies has been of great assistance for obtaining this internship

experience. The students were given a certificate of appreciation and excellence for their

work at the embassy.
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